Protection and security
for corporate mobile
devices
IKARUS mobile.security for MDM complements your
server-side security measures and closes the gateways
that open mobile devices with access to your company
network. Amplify your mobile device management with
professional virus and malware detection, web security
with individual filter settings and real-time threat statistics.

Professional Android security app
for your MDM
In order to use the tried-and-tested virus and malware protection of IKARUS mobile.security, the MDM administrator
creates a configuration file that specifies the activated features, scan and update intervals, blacklists and whitelists
of URLs and the threat statistics server. The file is also
digitally signed.

Product highlights
Protection against viruses, SPAM and malware
On-demand and on-access virus scans
URL filter for Android and Chrome browsers

Configuration options
Update frequency and settings
Individual URL blacklists and whitelists
Temporary unblocking of infected files
Language settings: German, English, Italian,
Spanish, French, Russian, Turkish and Chinese

Reporting and statistics
Real-time threat statistics for virus found, virus
deleted, virus temporarily unlocked, virus removed
from whitelist, suspicious file or file detected from
blacklist, suspicious URL detected, URL blocked,
suspicious URL or URL detected from blacklist,
URL temporarily unlocked

As soon as the app is installed and configured by the MDM
software, your devices will then be proactively protected in
the background from infections that appear in apps, downloads and the Internet. The app also continues to function
if the device temporarily loses its internet connection or is
not connected to the MDM server.
For controlled implementation of your company policies,
the app settings can only be configured centrally by the
MDM administrator. They can be viewed using the terminal
devices, but not edited. On the device itself, only (additional) scans and database updates can be started and
infected files deleted. All user actions that are issued on
app alerts are recorded in current statistics, along with any
threats found. This allows you to transparently track potential threats and risks at all times.
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